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the mission
Two ankle high aliens, Mish and Klaus, are sent
to Earth by Commander Alpha to locate a new
HQ ahead of her planned invasion. Alpha has
also sent Klaus’ older sister, Erza and partner
Suzy with the same goal. The rivalry is further
enhanced by the presence of Klaus’s nemesis, a
Plutonian called Kurt, and his partner Smoothie.
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Concept
Mish and Klaus scope ancient
castles, museums, adventure
parks and even Schengen in their
search for the perfect HQ. Mish
consults a 3D tablet and tries to
understand Earth culture, whilst Klaus
is obsessed with finding the ideal HQ
before his sister or Kurt, and that
usually involves blowing things up.
SCREEN
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Characters
Klaus
Klaus is authoritarian and
ambitious, he is the natural
leader of the duo. He is
DYNAMIC and IMAGINATIVE
but lacks practice and makes
bad decisions that he will
never admit to. Uninterested
in natural beauty or culture,
he is massively interested in
a gigantic Extra Terrestrial
fortress, except that it will
never be more than a metre high.
He suffers from an INFERIORITY
COMPLEX when comparing
himself to his big sister.
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Mish
Mish is a DREAMER
and a PACIFIST, who
takes great interest
in the places he visits
on Earth which he
researches on his
3D tablet. Unlike
Klaus, he has
little interest in
the invasion of the
planet and sees
himself more as an
EXPLORER. He tries
to convince Klaus
of the value of their
discoveries.
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Characters

Erza
Erza is Klaus’s older
sister and she has also
been sent on a mission to
earth to prepare the invasion.
EXPERIENCED and well
respected on her own planet,
she’s a lot more RESOURCEFUL
than her brother and takes
great pleasure in regularly
reminding him of his
incompetence. Sibling
rivalry often ensues!
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Suzy
Suzy is Erza’s partner
and apprentice. She’s
incredibly BRILLIANT but
very SHY, which can make
her behave in the oddest
of ways, especially in the
presence of Mish, who
she’s secretly in love with.
Unfortunately, he doesn’t
realise this at all!
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Smoothie
Smoothie is a much CALMER and
friendlier character than Kurt.
She preaches pacifism and has a
very CORDIAL relationship with Mish.

Kurt
Despite his PUNY
appearance, Kurt has
a virulent conquering
TEMPER. He and Klaus have
a mutual distrust of each
other and their meetings
usually end up with the two
of them arguing.

Characters
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Commander Alpha
As a figure of SUPREME
AUTHORITY, Alpha
coordinates the invasion
of planet Earth from her
space-orbiting mothership.
Particularly RIGOROUS
and ASSERTIVE, she takes
a dim view of the poor
performances of Klaus and
Mish during their missions.
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The Tourists
Having travelled to Earth from a far away planet
at the other end of the galaxy, the tourists are a
family of INTERGALACTIC TRAVELLERS looking
for a peaceful spot to park their caravan. They
will regularly cross paths with Klaus and Mish
and accidentally disrupt their invasion plans.
FRIENDLY, HELPFUL and POLITE, they don’t
mind sharing their food and trying to make
civilised conversation, despite the fact that
nobody can understand what they are talking
about! Yet one should take great care not to
provoke them, as they are very touchy…
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Not So Secret

Alpha Surprise

Klaus and Mish are sailing on a river and suddenly
stumble upon a magnificent waterfall nestled in the heart
of the forest. Klaus is convinced that he is the very first
person to discover this magical landscape, so he decides
to set up a secret base there. Unfortunately for him, his
plans are undermined by a family of Space Tourists who set
up their caravan near the waterfall. As friendly as they are
invasive, these intruders with a strange language quickly
make Klaus lose patience, who then devises devious ploys
to try to scare them away...

Suzy storms into Klaus and Mish’s headquarters to
announce a surprise visit from Commander Alpha who
is coming to study humans at a national holiday parade.
Mish and Suzy decide to honour her visit by enhancing
the spectacle with their own fireworks. Vexed at not
being invited to join in, Klaus decides to spice up the day
by making his own surprise...

Clone Buster
Klaus and Mish discover a mysterious underground fortress
made up of galleries dug into the rock. In order to explore
this gigantic labyrinth, Klaus comes up with the idea of
creating multiple clones of himself. But after several hours
of waiting, Klaus discovers that his idea has gone wrong
and that hundreds of his clones are desperately wandering
the fortress! In order to save his honour, Klaus decides to
go looking for them in the heart of the labyrinth...
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Roman Remains
Spotting a Roman ruin below, Mish and Klaus zoom
in for a closer look. Klaus mistakes the model in the
visitor centre for a real building
and finds it a perfect candidate
for their HQ, but he is terrified
by the lifelike human models.
Mish has read up about
this ancient civilisation
but nothing prepares them
for an encounter with the
vacuum cleaner...
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